A well-timed pit stop ensures that a formula race car continues to compete at top performance lap after lap. The Preventive Maintenance Plan does the same thing for your air compressor: beyond the regular service visits, you get continued productivity and efficiency.

The Optimal Maintenance Solution

A Preventive Maintenance Plan offers on-time servicing by factory-trained Atlas Copco technicians, combined with the unrivalled quality of our genuine parts.

Tailored to your installation and site circumstances, the maintenance schedule always fits your needs, and gives you more uptime, better energy efficiency and increased reliability for a fixed periodic fee.
Staying In Control

Through regular service reports we keep you up to date about the status of your system, enabling you to make informed decisions about your compressed air capacity.

If our technicians spot a developing problem that could ultimately affect your production, they will propose a course of action on top of the maintenance to avoid consequential damages. And if an urgent repair is needed, you get priority assistance.

“Energy consumption went down by 3% since we have the Preventive Maintenance Plan, so it more or less pays for itself.”

Let The Experts Handle It

Step up your air compressor maintenance and go for optimal performance with maximum cost savings. The high standard support of a Preventive Maintenance Plan will let you win the race.

Contact your Atlas Copco representative today!

ASK YOURSELF…

What if I buy maintenance every time I need it?
You’ll have to closely follow up on your compressor’s service requirements and order each service intervention separately. The procurement process steps take time, possibly leading to delayed service and a potential increase of your overall costs.

What if I have my own team perform the maintenance?
Even the best in-house technician cannot have the in-depth compressor knowledge of a specialized Atlas Copco service engineer. Service might take longer and a minute technical problem could remain undetected.

What if I source parts from a third-party supplier?
You might be able to fit generic parts, but how much do you save and what do you risk? As generic parts were not designed for your system, they may jeopardize its integrity.

Do I get any benefits in between service visits?
The Preventive Maintenance Plan holds several benefits from the moment you sign in. Our emergency call out system with priority support will undoubtedly reassure you. The easy ordering process with extra benefits for services that are not included is one of our customers’ favorites. All resources are booked well in advance, letting you focus on your core business.